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Abstract

As one of the oldest forms of Chinese Opera since the 16th

century, Kunqu (崑曲) features literary virtuosity in its scripts,
sophisticated vocal techniques in its singing, emotional and
elegant yet rigorous bodily motions and facial expressions in
its performance. Over its history, Kunqu has developed estab-
lished modes and patterns, which makes it especially suitable
for neural networks to learn. In order to generate Kunqu lit-
erature and performance computationally, we applied multiple
machine learning and computer vision techniques. Our result,
Legend of Wrong Mountain, is novel twofold: it is the first and
only generated opera at the time of this writing, and it is a ma-
chine’s attempt at Gesamtkunstwerk [11], “the Total Artwork”.
It explores the marriage between contemporary technologies
and traditional art form. By studying historical scripts, musi-
cal notations and traditional methods for creating Kunqu, we
tweaked existing algorithms and devised new ones to conform
to the traditional rules and norms as closely as possible. We
presented this project as a video accompanied by audio.
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Introduction
Kunqu is one of the oldest form of Chinese Opera. Featuring
literary virtuosity in its scripts, sophisticated vocal techniques
in its singing, and emotional and elegant yet rigorous bod-
ily motions and facial expressions in its performance, Kunqu
originated in the Wu cultural area and dominated the Chinese
theatre for hundreds of years from c. 1573 to 1820, and is still
being played today. Over its history, Kunqu has developed es-
tablished modes and patterns, which makes it especially suit-
able for neural networks to learn. Our goal was to generate
novel Kunqu literature and performance computationally.

According to the script generated by machine, our result,
Legend of Wrong Mountain, the first Kunqu Opera generated
by machine intelligence, is a story about an emperor, his lords
and their intrigues. It includes ten scenes with about 15,000
Chinese characters.

We believe the piece is novel twofold: it is possibly the
first and only generated Opera at the time of this writing, and
it is a machine’s attempt at Gesamtkunstwerk, the total work
of art.

This paper explains the overall pipeline and detailed de-
scription of each process, sharing a clear blueprint of gener-
ating a piece of Chinese Kunqu Opera using machine learn-
ing. Techniques used in this project include Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [5], pix2pix [6], pix2pixHD [12], Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) [3], Markov Chain, OpenPose [8]
and Detectron [4], as well as tools such as Canny Edge [2],
PIL and SketchUp). By studying historical scripts and musi-
cal notations and researching traditional methods for creating
Kunqu, we tweaked existing algorithms and devised new ones
so that our implementation conforms to the traditional rules
and norms as closely as possible. Our results were presented
in two art forms; an actual woodblock printing script book
and a machine learning generated video accompanied by au-
dio.

Methods
The figure 1 shows the pipeline of this project, which has five
main sections; music, script, performance, background scene
and book generation.

Music Generation

The music of Kunqu are composed of melodies with estab-
lished patterns. Because the melody is the most important
part in Kunqu, the materials of Kunqu only contain melody
information with lyrics. A hundred images containing tra-
ditional Kunqu sheet music were downloaded from Kun-
quwang[1] using a scraper script. We present our own algo-
rithms to accomplish this task. First, we locate and identify
all the numbers and various symbols in the image. After-
wards, we try to make sense of these symbols and generate
a string representation containing all the information to be
learned by neural networks [9].



Figure 1: Workflow Pipeline

Music Sheet Analysis In this part we introduce the proce-
dure to extract information from the image data. The Kunqu
sheets use Numbered Notation (Ziffersystem or簡譜), a com-
mon format for notating Traditional Chinese music, which we
wrote a new computer-vision based algorithm to parse. The
result is displayed as figure 2. Rather than creating standard
bitmaps of numbers and using them to convolute images to
guess the numbers, we developed a more precise technique:
We isolated the horizontal region where numbers occur for
each line, then we used a single bitmap, containing the mean
of bitmaps of all 10 numbers, to convolute the region. This
estimates coordinates of where any of the numbers occur.
These detected numbers are then classified into 0 to 9 by sim-
ply multiplying their region element-wise with the standard
bitmaps 0 to 9 and selecting the one with the highest score.
Since there is a multitude of classes of symbols in the mu-
sical notation, each with a different difficulty level to detect,
our strategy is therefore to start with the easiest class, erasing
each instance from the image after successful detection, and
proceeding to the next, more difficult class until we are done.

Figure 2: Optical Music Recognition

Figure 3: Sample melody represented by our notation

Melody Generation using RNN Recurrent Neural Net-
work is one of the state-of-art tools to generate sequence
samples as melody. We used charRNN([7]) to generate the
melody for our opera. Instead of using the conventional
method of encoding note-down-per-tick as a 128D vector, we
observed that a large part of pitch levels will not be used in
actual music. For example, we will never use a very low pitch
like C1 or C2 in Kunqu. Therefore, we adopted a novel rep-
resentation method in our intermediate data structure. We
concisely represented them with descriptive ASCII strings.
For example, an 8th note middle C accompanied by lyric is
|C_4:8+|. The pitch class information makes the structure
easier for the learning model to grasp. The format can also be
easily converted into MIDI and vice versa.

As the notation can also be seen as a character sequence,
we naturally selected a character-based recurrent neural net-
work (charRNN) to learn it. The output, which has the same
format as the input,are sent to the next stages of our generated
opera: The melody itself is converted to MIDI and used for
rendering the music, while the lyric position information is
used for lyric generation, described in later sections.



Script Generation
To learn the hierarchical structure of Kunqu scripts, we intro-
duced a nested system with different Markov Chains at each
level. The method is capable of producing outputs contain-
ing reasonable large-scale structure for chapters, dialogues,
prompts and lyrics, as well as smooth sentences within the
structure. We also experimented with newer techniques such
as LSTM and RNN in place of Markov chains, but eventually
found the quality of results to be similar.

We used the first chapter of the first book generated by
our finished algorithm as the script for the machine learn-
ing opera. The book has the generated title Legend of Wrong
Mountain (錯山記), and contains 10 chapters in total, where
the main plot involves the emperor, his lords and their in-
trigues.

Learning Structure of Kunqu Libretto Many text genera-
tion algorithm suffer from the problem of incoherence caused
by short memory. Therefore, the method we propose is a
trade off by inserting some domain knowledge in higher-
level structures instead of solely relying on machine learning
to learn these information. Our method combines systems
for generating larger, chapter and paragraph level structures
that reasonably resembles the corpus, with those for generat-
ing smaller, sentence and character level structures that reads
smoothly.

Our dataset is a collection of 60 books of Kunqu script
written by various Chinese playwrights from 10th to 19th
century. In .txt format, the corpus can be easily ana-
lyzed with regular expressions for structural information. The
dataset contains around 3,000,000 Chinese characters and is
9.1MB in total size.

Figure 4: Poem generation pipeline

Qu Poetry Generation The sung parts of Kunqu were typ-
ically written in Qu (曲), a form of classical Chinese po-
etry consisting of characters that conforms to tonal rules from
melodies. To generate them, our algorithm first analyze the
corresponding melody generated in the previous step, and
split them into sentences. Then, we reversed each sentence,
such that the last, rhyming character is first determined, and
all the previous characters are predicted backwards using a
Markov chain trained on the reversed corpus. To ensure that
the tonal rules are met, our algorithm multiplied the proba-
bility for outputting a character given by traditional Markov

Figure 5: Sample generated poem and rough translation

(a) Original (b) Label Map (c) Instance Map

Figure 6: Detection Results

chain with the normalized distance between its tone and the
tonal requirement (Ping (平), Ze (仄), or no requirement (中))
for the given position (figure 4). Thus, our generated po-
ems read smoothly, rhyme, and adhere to the traditional tonal
rules. Sample output and rough translation can be found in
figure 5.

Plot Summary The story of our generated script mainly re-
volves around the Emperor and his court: There was once a
lord who was greatly trusted by the Emperor yet coveted the
throne in secrecy. While he was conspiring with his friend,
his family started to fell apart: he left his wife for breaking a
bath tub, while his daughter-in-law turned out to be a drug ad-
dict. Kicked out by his father, the lord’s son ventured to the
capital city to take the imperial exam, flirting with various
women on his way. Meanwhile, a mysterious couple assassi-
nated a friend of the Emperor’s envoy, and the fates of all the
characters were tied together when they chanced upon each
other in the very same road-side bar...

Performance Generation
Detecting people & pose with OpenPose & Detectron To
understand character information of Kunqu, several video
clips of different Kunqu characters were picked as the dataset.
We used OpenPose to get the pose information (coordinates
of keypoints on human bodies) and Detectron to get the se-
mantic information (silhouette of human bodies) in parallel.
OpenPose is a real-time multi-person keypoint detection li-
brary for body, face, hands, and foot estimation. After that,
generated maps and send them to Pix2pixHD. The procedure
is illustrated in figure 6.

Procedurally generating new poses and segmentation
data We used python and PIL to generate animated im-
ages of new actor poses from scratch. A custom, minimal 3D



Figure 7: Generated Pose

engine that calculates rotation and offset for each joint in a
skeleton was made. And for the costumes, pseudo-3D effects
are created with polygons, with simple physics implemented
using linear interpolation and numerical integration. A GUI
is also design for quick annotation and generation of poses.
The sample is displayed in figure 7.

Figure 8: Generated Actors

Generating costumes and faces with pix2pixHD pix2pix
and pix2pixHD learn the correspondence between two sets
of images. These procedurally generated semantics were
then fed back into pix2pixHD which rendered them back to
the photographic appearance of the performers. We had 9
pix2pixHD networks trained on characters of a variety of gen-
der, age and costumes from the input videos. Thus by feeding
the network 9 sequences of frames each containing a differ-
ent generated animation, we obtained 9 corresponding photo-
graphic performances, ready to be used in the final video. 6
sample results can be seen in figure 8.

Scene Generation
Traditionally, Chinese Opera were often performed in tea
houses. To honor this important part of Kunqu opera culture,
we generated a virtual tea house to stage the performances us-
ing a combination of manual annotation and neural networks.

To construct the input for the network, we first built a 3D
model of an traditional Chinese opera house using Google

SketchUp, containing only the general outlines and without
any textural information. Then we wrote a Ruby script to
move the virtual camera in simulation of the perspective of a
potential opera-goer, and exported the line work of the scene
as a sequence of frames.

Figure 9: Canny edge detection result as training data

To train the network, 80 photographs of real Chinese stages
and interiors were used as the dataset. We extracted the edges
of these photos using Canny edge detection, and paired them
with original photographs as input to a pix2pixHD network
(figure 9). Pix2pixHD would thus output believable textures
and lighting automatically according to the line work (fig-
ure 11). Finally, the sequence of generated images were
prepended to the final video as a video walk-through of the
space ere the beginning of the performance.

Figure 10: Tea House Reconstruction in Google SketchUp

Book Generation
We printed and bound 8 physical books containing the script
of the opera, in traditional woodcut press style. First, a
pix2pix network is trained on images of Chinese characters
and their woodcut counterparts, which is then used to render
the characters in our script. A custom software is then written
to typeset all the pages in our book, before they were sent to a
laser cutter (figure 12). The laser cutter prepared the printing
blocks by engraving the pages onto 6mm wood pieces. Then,
following traditional techniques, we applied black ink on the
blocks and relief-printed onto rice paper. Finally, the books
were bound with thread and needles.

Result
This project has presented in two different forms of art. First
as a eight-minute-long video accompanied by sound and as
eight printed books of the opera script.

At the beginning of the video, the camera slowly moves
through the interior of a tea house while introductory texts
are superimposed on the image (figure 13). The camera even-
tually stops at a chair facing the stage, where the performance



Figure 11: Above: frame exported from Sketchup; Below:
rendering by pix2pixHD

Figure 12: Generated rendering of a page from the script to
be sent to laser-cuter

begins. Actors enter the stage in turns and sing with synthe-
sized voices and dance to the generated music. Donning vari-
ous costumes, the 5 of them perform dialog as well as mono-
logue during different points of the performance. (figure 14
and figure 15)

The books are printed using laser-cut woodblocks on rice
paper, and bound together using thread and needles by hand.
Each of the books contain the first chapter of the script, and
are typeset in the style of traditional Chinese prints. (fig-
ure 16)

Figure 13: Tea House

Figure 14: Still from performance

Figure 15: Another still from performance

Conclusion
This paper presents our techniques in generating Chinese
Opera using machine learning methods. The project was pre-
sented at the Art + Machine Learning exhibition in Pittsburgh
on May 1st, 2018. The printed and hand-bound books were
offered to the audience for viewing at the show as further en-
hancement of their experiences.

In order for people not familiar with the Chinese language
to enjoy our piece, we translated the lyrics and added them as
subtitles to the video. Accompanied by rich audio and visu-
als, the somewhat nonsensical dialogs provided much room
for viewer’s own interpretation. We’ve heard people describe
it as a love story, while others thought it was more about in-
trigues.



Figure 16: Book

For future work, we plan to study Chinese literature theory
in depth, taking tones of the Chinese characters into consid-
eration while generating music and lyrics. The music theory
would be introduced to make the outputs more realistic as
well. Also, we would like to apply vid2vid [10] to reduce
flicker between adjacent frames and dig into pitch shift tech-
nique to generate more convincing vocals.
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